
Algebra : Set 

Language and notation 

A Set is a collection of well defined elements. It can be expressed by listing its elements, such as 

               or as a Set-builder notation,                                            . 

(i)                

Number of elements in Set    is        

2 is an element of Set    or     

3 is not an element of Set    or     

(ii) An empty Set is a null Set. It is a Set without a single element and is written as   or       . 

And if      then        

(iii) A Universal Set,  , is a set that consists of all elements under consideration 

(iv) Complement of a Set is a Set that consists of all the elements not in another Set. For 

example a Universal Set,                       and               , then the 

complement of                   

(v) A Set   is a subset of    if every element of   is an element of    This is written as 

    and           

A Set   is a proper subset of    if every element of   is an element of    or     and 

           For example, 

                                             

Both         are subsets of   , while   is also a proper subset of   

 

Intersection and Union of Sets 

Union of   and   is written as      This includes elements of both   and     

                    

For example,                    and               

Then                         

Intersection of   and   is written as      This includes all the common elements of   and    

In the above case,             

Venn diagrams 

A Venn diagram is a diagram that shows all possible relations between a finite collection of different 

sets.  For example,                        ,               ,              and 

           

                    

          



 

Now try these questions: 

(1) It is given that                               

                                                    

                                                   

(a) List all the elements in 

(i) Set   

(ii) Set   

(iii)      

(iv)      

(b) Find  

(i)        

(ii)        

(2) There are 40 questions in a Science test. If there are 25 questions containing Chemistry and 

20 questions containing Biology, using Venn diagram or otherwise, calculate the number of 

questions that contain 

(i) Combination of Chemistry and Biology 

(ii) Purely Chemistry 

(iii) Purely Biology 

(3) It is given that             

                                         

                                         

(i) List all the integers in Set   

(ii) Find     

(iii) Find    

 


